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anxiously trying to extract the fullest benefit from her
hour at the harpsichord.
Of our many glimpses into the homes of Holland,
none can be more satisfying than that given us by
pieter de hooch (1629-1683) in his Interior of
a Dutch House (No, 834). Here we may really be
deluded Into thinking that someone has opened a door
into another room where we can share the pleasure of
some merry company. The picture portrays no par-
ticular incident. Three people are gathered round a
table in a large sunny apartment. The lady holds a
glass up to the light while one gentleman admires the
sun sparkling in the golden wine and another is happily
playing upon his pipe- A servant comes dreamily
across the room carrying a bowl of burning peat or
charcoal from which the men will light their pipes.
The picture reveals a mastery of daylight effects.
The room pulsates with light and the sun is playing
not only in the glass but on the wall and pavement.
But the effect is not so brilliant as to be dazzling since
a sombre counter-pattern to the sunlight is given by the
dark rafters of the ceiling and the tiles of the tessellated
floor.
The pigment with which the picture is painted is
unusually thin. The passage of time has caused the
maid's skirt and the legs of the table in the left fore-
ground to become completely transparent and the
figure of a man in a large hat, previously erased by the
artistj can now be plainly seen in front of the fireplace.
With the Courtyard of a Dutch House (No. 835)
we see De Hooch's genius applied to the painting of an
outside scene. This picture is a marvel of geometrical
design and scientific harmony of colour. The clearly-
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